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SmaRIERS (Smart Railway Infrastructures: Efficiency, Reliability and Safety) is a 

technology transfer project financed by the Tuscany Region. The project partners 

include ECM s.p.a. (Progress Rail of the mulFnaFonal Caterpillar Inc. group), a Pistoia-

based company and leader in the railway sector that develops soluFons and 

technologies for the safety and control of railway infrastructure, and the Formal 

Methods and Tools (FMT) and SoJware Engineering and Dependable CompuFng 

(SEDC) research labs of ISTI-CNR. The project is conducted in strong collaboraFon with 

the Department of InformaFon Engineering of the University of Pisa. 

A railway infrastructure is a highly complex system that includes several 

interconnected and co-operaFng devices, components, and subsystems. In SmaRIERS, 

we focus on the study of UninterrupFble Power Supply (UPS). UPS is a modular system 

that ensures the uninterrupFble power supply of signalling systems. The main 

components of such signalling systems are control logic devices and so-called “yard 

devices” installed along the railway infrastructure (switches, train detecFon elements, 

light signals, etc.) that perform the signalling tasks; vital elements for the safety of 

people and property that therefore require an uninterrupFble power supply. The 

project idea is to equip the UPS with a “SMART” diagnosFc system capable of 

becoming proacFve, i.e., capable of prevenFng criFcal situaFons or future problems, 

so as to allow the operator to plan appropriate acFons in advance, through the 

analysis of plant diagnosFc data. SmaRIERS also includes studies of measurements 

related to system availability by means of stochasFc modelling, as a support to the 

design of innovaFve staFon power systems.

The aforemenFoned UPS systems are equipped with a communicaFon port and 

support a standardized protocol according to the IS01 standard published by the Italian 

naFonal railway infrastructure manager (RFI). In SmaRIERS, we design a new 

communicaFon protocol that allows to collect the data of UPS sensors in a simple and 

efficient way. The idea is to exploit the advantages offered by the so-called MQTT 

protocol for transporFng UPS data to the database. MQTT is an ISO standard publish-

subscribe type protocol, which can manage message dispatching in a simple way. The 

data of UPS sensors are thus published and made available via the MQTT broker, to be 

available. Figure 1 depicts the system architecture, with the UPS data given as input on 

the leJ. The data published in the MQTT broker is read and decoded in the JSON 

format to be stored in the Time Series Database (TSDB). Such a TSDB is exploited by a 

Web applicaFon to monitor the sensor values via a dashboard that allows the data to 

be monitored interacFvely. The system will also allow generaFng alerts, via Email and 

Telegram messages, to inform the plant managers about anomalies and errors. 

Furthermore, we study predicFve maintenance algorithms for 

improving the system maintenance as well as algorithms to 

recommend acFons for improving the system’s availability (prescripFve 

analyFcs), starFng from the data collected as menFoned above. To 

allow a be_er training of the machine-learning systems, it is of 

parFcular importance to be able to use a set of field data. To this aim, 

we plan to use data from apparatuses already employed in current 

railway staFons, available to ECM; 

even if they concern less innovaFve systems than those proposed 

in SmaRIERS, sFll they represent a reasonable knowledge base that 

can provide added value. At the same Fme, a preliminary analysis 

of the power supply system is carried out to idenFfy the availability 

characterisFcs of the staFon power systems, also in relaFon with 

power consumpFon ones. We study measures representaFve of 

availability and energy consumpFon through stochasFc modelling, 

to support innovaFve design of the staFon power systems. The 

planned case studies are useful for achieving, amongst others, the 

following goals:

- idenFfy criFcal elements of the exisFng configuraFon;

- idenFfy the degree of redundancy of parFcularly criFcal system 

elements;

- idenFfy the opFmal charge level of the ba_eries, trading between 

costs and availability.

SmaRIERS has a duraFon of two years and is coordinated by ECM. 
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